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A Textbook that Points the Way

Review of Nils Nilsson

PRINCIPLES OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Menlo Park, CA: Tioga Press, 1980

First things first. Artificial intelligence (Al) is not psychology. Further, if the vector implicit in this

textbook points correctly, the gap between the two is growing. Artificial intelligence is a subpart ofcomputer

science, concerned with how to give computers the sophistication to act intelligently, and to do so in
increasingly wider realms. It participates thoroughly in computer science's

■

passion for abstraction,

programming and logical formalisms, and detail -- for algorithms over behavioral data, synthesis over analysis,
and engineering (how to do) over science (what to know). All these attributes arc faithfully exhibited in

Nilsson's book.

All the above make Al uncongenial to psychology, which tends to the opposite choice on almost every

dimension mentioned -- for behavioral data, analysis and science. But psychology is bound to A I tightly and
irrevocably. Their fates do worse than cominglc, they cotcrminatc. Moreover, however annoying it may
seem, Al (and computer science) can live and prosper without psychology, but not the other way around.
Psychology cannot prosper without Al. The asymmetry arises because psychology docs not stand between Al
and its proper goal -- how to make computers do neat tilings can be discovered without recourse to

psychology, simply by experimenting with computers directly. Contrariwise, A I (and computer science) is
developing the conceptual tools for understanding how information is processed, and* these tools arc
indispensable for psychology to understand how information is processed by humans. However irrelevant
particular Al systems realized in particular computer architectures might seem, the concepts, the tools of

analysis and synthesis, and the general lessons arc all central to the progress of psychology in its own personal

mission -- to understand the mind of man. The only way for psychology to avoid dependence on Al is to get

there first, and there appears precious little likelihood of that at the moment(which is a different story for a
different time).

So goes the argument for why psychologists should -- indeed must -- pay attention to a new major textbook
in Al, which is what Nils Nilsson has written. As always, several platforms exist from which to deny this

argument, ranging from forms ofhumanistic psychology to philosophical opinions on the deep deficiencies of
discrete symbolic representations. From such platforms, the argument above has little force. For myself, I

believe it.

Now, to the book. It is organized into nine chapters, plus a prologue (for the book) and a prospectus (for

th'? future of Al), which provide a modest outer context, 'line central nine cover all the basic topics that arc
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familiar in Al: the early chapters focus on search, the middle chapters on the predicate calculus, later

chapters deal with planning and with object-centered representations (eg, semantic networks). All chapters

arc ofa piece. They reflect a decision by Nilsson to attempt to lay out thecentral principles of Al, the core that

should sit at the center of any attempt to construct intelligent programs. In keeping with the attributes of Al

stated above, no actual statements of principles will be found. Instead, there is provided a uniform
representation for procedures and for knowledge. Around these uniform representations is gathered the

know-how of the field.

The uniform procedural mold Nilsson chooses to call production systems; it may be more familiar to

psychologists as the problem space. There is a tripartite division into a data structure (the global data base), a

set of operators on that data structure, with conditions for when they apply and actions for what dicy do

(hence, productions), and a scheme for deciding which operators to apply (the control system). Using

production systems Nilsson effectively exhibits a substantial fraction of the basic procedural wisdom of Al.

Except for the choice of name, which is normally identified with a narrower species of Al system and may will

put some Alers off, I think this effort will be generally recognized by the field.

The uniform representational mold Nilsson chooses is the predicate calculus, using it throughout die book

to express all the knowledge in the global data base. The predicate calculus has a bad press in parts of Al,
stemming from the intensive work in the late sixties on theorem proving programs (using a technique called
resolution), which, though highly productive, revealed clearly the futility of domain-free techniques to

provide a powerful enough reasoning engine (hence the reaction - "Well, that proved predicate calculus was

the wrong thing to use"). However, formal logic embodies the fundamentals of how to express knowledge,

and it is an essential tool. Thus, Nilsson is on exactly the right track here, and though thCrc will be some

grumbling in the field, it will come to be accepted, I believe. It is perhaps a trace unfortunate that in the

midsection that treats the predicate calculus per sc, Nilsson mixes in a strong dose of the use of logic as a

particular representation for doing theorem proving, rather than letting it stand more as an analytical tool.

This is one more consequence of the basic biases of Al, noted at the beginning.

Using these tools -- generalized production systems and the predicate calculus - Nilsson attempts unified

treatments ofkey parts of Al: heuristic search, as in graph search, AND/OR trees and games (Chapters 3 and

4); rule-based deductive systems, as in planner-like systems and the so called expert systems (eg, MYCIN)

(Chapter 6); planning, as in the robot systems of STRIPS and NOAI I (Chapters 7 and 8); and object-oriented

representations (such as semantic nets and frame systems) (Chaper 9). His success in carrying this off is pretty

good. Sometimes the material gets a bit lie; vy (as in Chapter 6). Sometimes it fails to rise above old wine in

new bottles (as in game playing). 'Ihe failures here, it should be emphasized, arc not due to a failure to

transcribe appropriately and clearly the knowledge in the field into textbook form, but in the attempt to lead

the field to a unified structure. Nilsson seis the reader's (at least this reader's) expectation for successful
transformation of the field in uniform terms. But a book is a finite endeavor and only some parts get serious
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treatmentof this kind.

The deficiencies of the book stem precisely from the central design decision that Nilsson made. No large
Al systems in their totality will be found described and analyzed here. When you arc finished, you will not be
in contact with the field as a living place -- witli ACT, CONNIVF.R, DENDRAL, GPS, INTBRNIST, NETL,
or any of the rest. The comfortable concrctcncss of a textbook such as Winston's Artificial Intelligence(1977),
which is built around cxpositing specific systems, is gone. Though bibliographical and historical remarks
occur with each chapter, they bear a relatively diffuse relation to the text. The above might be thought just a
pedagogical choice, but it means that issues of total system organization receive little attention, and (more
importantly) no information is conveyed of what can be accomplished by total conglomoratcs of the
mechanisms that Nils does describe. Again, almost no behavior is discussed. The primary exposition is on the
structure of procedures and representations. I don't think I recall a single example where some data was
shown and conclusions drawn from it about what the mechanism can do. Again, this is all consistent with the
Al style. Ihe ultimate goal of education is to produce a Cartesian clear and distinct idea of the relation of
system structure to its efficacy. In fact, with system structure so clearly known, this is not such a bad ideal.

There is no treatment in the book of the relation of Al to psychology. 'ITiis is not a deficiency of the book
at all, taken on its own terms, but it is relevant to psychologists. When you read this book you arc getting
artificial intelligence as written for computer scientists.

Nilsson is not unaware of these lacks. He defends some of them as not lacks at all, but appropriate choices.
'Hie book is an attempt to to attain the form and function of a basic text in engineering, mathematics or
physical science. It is to be supplemented or followed by direct study of Al programs (including running
them) and by a study of the literature. This is appropriate advice, given the genre. However, there can be
argument about whcdicr Al is ready for such treatment. In fact, I suspect that main unhappincss over this
textbook will arise on exactly this score. However, the transformation needs to be started sometime and
Nilsson has chosen to make the first try, and later attempts will be influenced strongly by Nilsson's treatment.

Nils Nilsson is perhaps the most respected expositor in Al, having produced two other textbooks, both of
which were clear and clean. This book generally shares the virtues of its predecessors, rising to superior
exposition where the material is well understood (as in the basic sections on predicate calculus), and doing as
well as can be expected when new ground is being ploughed.


